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The Kid!s Bike
New Age Bicycle

The Walking Machine

In 1817 Baron von Drais in-

vented a walking machine 

that would help him get 

around the royal gardens 

faster: two same-size in-line 

wheels, the front one steer-

able, mounted in a frame 

which you straddled. The 

device was propelled by 

pushing your feet against the 

ground, thus rolling your-

self and the device forward 

in a sort of gliding walk.

The machine became 

known as the Draisienne 

or hobby horse. It was 

made entirely of wood. 

This enjoyed a short lived 

popularity as a fad, not 

being practical for trans-

portation in any other 

place than a well main-

tained pathway such as in 

a park or garden.

The High Wheel Bicycle

In 1870 the first all metal 

machine appeared. 

(Previous to this metallurgy 

was not advanced enough 

to provide metal which 

was strong enough to 

make small, light parts 

out of.) The pedals were 

still attached directly to 

the front wheel with no 

freewheeling mechanism. 

Solid rubber tires and the 

long spokes of the large 

front wheel provided a 

much smoother ride than 

its predecessor. The front 

wheels became larger and 

larger as makers realized 

that the larger the wheel, 

the farther you could travel 

with one rotation of the 

pedals. You would purchase 

a wheel as large as your leg 

length would allow. This 

machine was the first one to 

be 

called a bicycle (“two wheel”). 

These bicycles enjoyed a great 

popularity among young men of 

means (they cost an average worker 

six month’s pay), with the hey-day 

being the decade of the 1880s.

The High Wheel Tricycle

While the men were risking 

their necks on the high wheels, 

ladies, confined to their long 

skirts and corsets, could 

take a spin around the park 

on an adult tricycle. These 

machines also afforded more 

dignity to gentlemen such as 

doctors and clergymen. Many 

mechanical innovations now 

associated with the automobile 

were originally invented for 

tricycles. Rack and pinion 

steering, the differential, and 

band brakes, to name a few!

The High Wheel Safety

Improvements to the design 

began to be seen, many with 

the small wheel in the front to 

eliminate the tipping-forward 

problem. One model was 

promoted by its manufacturer 

by being ridden down the front 

steps of the capitol building in 

Washington, DC. These designs 

became known as high-wheel 

safety bicycles. Since the older 

high-wheel designs had been 

known simply as bicycles, they 

were now referred to as “ordinary 

bicycles” in comparison with the 

new-fangled designs, and then 

simply as “ordinaries.”

The Hard-Tired Safety

The further improvement of met-

allurgy sparked the next innova-

tion, or rather return to previous 

design. With metal that was now 

strong enough to make a fine 

chain and sprocket small and 

light enough for a human being 

to power, the next design was a 

return to the original configura-

tion of two same-size wheels, only 

now, instead of just one wheel 

circumference for every pedal 

turn, you could, through the gear 

ratios, have a speed the same as 

the huge high-wheel. The bicycles 

still had the hard rubber tires, 

and in the absence of the long, 

shock-absorbing spokes, the ride 

they provided was much more 

uncomfortable than any of the 

high-wheel designs. 

The Pneumatic-Tired 

Safety

The pneumatic tire was first 

applied to the bicycle by an Irish 

veterinarian who was trying 

to give his young son a more 

comfortable ride on his tricycle. 

This inventive young doctor’s 

name was Dunlop. Sound 

familiar? Now that comfort 

and safety could be had in 

the same package, and that 

package was getting cheaper 

as manufacturing methods 

improved, everyone clamored to 

ride the bicycle. 

The bicycle was what made 

the Gay Nineties gay. It was 

a practical investment for the 

working 

man as transportation, and gave 

him a much greater flexibility 

for leisure.  Ladies, heretofore 

consigned to riding the heavy 

adult size tricycles that were 

only practical for taking a turn 

around the park, now could ride 

a much more versatile machine 

and still keep their legs covered 

with long skirts. In 1896 Susan 

B. Anthony said that “the 

bicycle has done more for the 

emancipation of women than 

anything else in the world.”

Introduced just after the 

First World War by several 

manufacturers, such as Mead, 

Sears Roebuck, and Montgomery 

Ward, to revitalize the bike 

industry (Schwinn made its 

big splash slightly later), these 

designs, now called “classic”, 

featured automobile and 

motorcycle elements to appeal 

to kids who, presumably, would 

rather have a motor. If ever a 

bike needed a motor, this was 

it. These bikes evolved into 

the most glamorous, fabulous, 

ostentatious, heavy designs ever. 

It is unbelievable today that 

14-year-old kids could do the 

tricks that we did on these 65 

pound machines! They were built 

into the middle ‘50s, by which 

time they had taken on design 

elements of jet aircraft and even 

rockets. By the ‘60s, they were 

becoming leaner and simpler.

Riding Thr   ugh Hist   ry

                        Bicycle Trivia
There are about a billion 

bicycles in the world, twice 

as many as motorcars. 

Almost 400 million bicycles 

are in China.

Although Leonardo da 

Vinci drew some rough 

sketches of a contraption  

that looked like a bicycle, 

the Frenchman De Sivrac 

built the first bicycle-type 

vehicle in 1690. It was 

referred to as a hobbyhorse. 

However, it did not have 

pedals. Those were added 

in 1840 by a Scottish 

     blacksmith, Kirkpatrick

     Macmillan, who is        

     credited with inventing  

     the real bicycle.

     The bicycle as we know  

     it today - with two         

     wheels of the  same   

     size - looks  almost

     exactly the same

     as one from 1900.

The positive consequences 

of bicycling and walking 

as healthy modes of 

transportation, or as purely 

recreational activities, span 

across many aspects of our 

lives. They can be expressed 

in terms of the health of 

environment (and resulting 

health of all living things), as 

well as the health of individuals 

who are more physically active. 

A transportation system that 

is conducive to bicycling and 

walking can reap many benefits 

in terms of reduced traffic 

congestion and improved 

quality of life. Economic 

rewards both to the individual 

and to society are also realized 

through reduced health care 

costs and reduced dependency 

on auto ownership (and 

the resulting insurance and 

maintenance costs). There are 

also other economic benefits 

of bicycling and walking that 

are more difficult to measure, 

such as the increased economic 

vitality of communities that 

have emphasized bicycle and 

pedestrian mobility.

Benefits of Bicycling

Suspension

Rims

Hub

Steering Components

Levers
Cables

Seat Frame and Post

Complete Drive Train
Derailleur

Brakes

Chain

Pedal

Spokes

www.pedalinghistory.com

www.bicyclinginfo.org/pp/benefits/healthben/www.didyouknow.cd/bicycles.htm

The Bone Shaker 

and the combina-

tion of these with the 

cobblestone roads of 

the day made for an 

extremely uncomfort-

able ride. They also 

became a fad, and 

indoor riding acade-

mies, similar to roller 

rinks, could be found 

in large cities.

The next appearance of a 

two-wheeled riding machine 

was in 1865, when pedals 

were applied directly to the 

front wheel. This machine 

was known as the veloci-

pede (“fast foot”), but was 

popularly known as the bone 

shaker, since it was also 

made entirely of wood, then 

later with metal tires,
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TRANSPORTATION OF SELF

BICYCLES

Liza Lazaro David Kalkbrenner
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Cleaning > Razor

Communicator > News

Depicting > Camera

Drawing > Electronic Input Devices

Drinking > Outdoor Water Container

Eating > Tools

Play > Boards

Sleeping > Alarm Clock

Transportation of Goods > Carrying

Transportation of Self > Bicycle

Walking > Shoes

Money > Wallet

Cooking > Utensils

Analog/Digital > Telephone

Property > Keys

Making Music > Piano

Personal Shelter > Helmet

Reading > Newspaper

Teaching > Slanted Desks

Waiting > Foldable Furniture

Writing > Pencils

Design orientation map is a set of twenty 

design posters designed and produces by 

the students of DAI 300, Design Process, a 

class taught by Pino Trogu at San Francis-

co State University, Department of Design 

& Industry, Fall 2007.

Each Poster examines a specific object 

in the context of everyday human activi-

ties. Each topic tries to identify an invis-

ible “threads” connecting objects together. 

Whether in complex technological artifacts 

or in simple everyday tools, this thread can 

be found to connect them all the members 

of a particular family. The analysis of these 

threads is helpful in showing how things 

are “put together” and how they work, by 

analyzing their origins and transformations 

through time. This poster, Design Orienta-

tion Maps - #10 by Liza Maureen Lazaro 

and David Kalkbrenner

Introduction 

 Bicycles have been around 

for a very long time.  It has gone 

through many changes in terms 

of its usage and appearance. As 

years go by, inventors were able 

to improve the parts of a bicycle 

to achieve comfort

and safety to its users. Today, 

bicycles are still well-known and 

used because of its transportation 

benefits, environmental benefits, 

economic benefits, quality of life 

benefits, enriched health benefits, 

and an over all improved quality 

of living. 
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Design orientation maps is a set of twenty 
design posters designed and produced by 
the students of DAI 300, Design Process, a 
class taught by Pino Trogu at San Fran-
cisco State University, Department of 
Design & Industry, Fall 2007.

Each poster examines a specific object in 
the context of everyday human activities. 
Each topic tries to identify an invisible 
“thread” connecting objects together. 
Whether in complex technological artifacts 
or in simple everyday tools, this thread can 
be found to connect all the members of a 
particular family. The analysis of these 
threads is helpful in showing how things 
are “put together” and how they work, by 
analyzing their origins and transformations 
through time.  This poster, Design Orienta-
tion Maps – 9 was designed by Yong Song 
Lee and Kevin Lum.
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01. Cleaning > Razor
02. Communication > News
03. Depicting > Camera
04. Drawing > Electronic Input Device
05. Drinking > Outdoor Water Container
06. Eating / Tools
07. Play > Boards
08. Sleeping > Alarm Clocks
09. Transportation of Goods > Carrying Groceries
10. Transportation of Self > Bicycle
11. Walking > Shoes
12. Money > Wallet
13. Cooking > Utensils
14. Analog/Digital > Telephone
15. Property > Keys
16. Making Music > Piano
17. Personal Shelter > Helmets
18. Reading > Newspaper
19. Teaching > Desks
20. Waiting > Folding
21. Writing > Pencil

TRANSPORTATION
OF GOODS

GROCERIES

We are examining different objects in the context of everyday human 

activities. Our topic for this poster is the transportation of consumer 

goods. We will focus on the tools and such that help us get prod-

ucts from the shelves, to the cash register, to home for our personal 

use. We will look at the transportation of the bigger goods, where 

they require big shopping carts, and move down in size to the 

smaller goods, where the goods are handheld and don't require a 

handle.

This large flatbed shopping cart is used 

for things too large to fit into a conven-

tional shopping cart that you might see 

at your local supermarket. Large boxes 

of groceries are a good example. These 

can be found at wholesale warehouses 

like Costco and Sam’s Club.

This is an example of a basic shopping 

cart that you'd see at your local super 

market. It has four wheels attached by 

directional casters for easy maneuver-

ability. They're made either out of metal 

or plastic and have a larger rack on the 

bottom for your larger items. It also has 

a small folding seat for small children. 

Shopping Cart
Picture by Kevin Lum

This is a smaller shopping cart that is to 

be used with a large reusable shopping 

bag with handles. The bag is strung over 

the two protruding arms. It features four 

directional castered wheels like the 

regular shopping cart. It is great 

because you could either have the bag, 

or if the bag gets too heavy you can 

push it around on the cart. Some carts 

can support shopping baskets.

Shopping Bag Cart
Picture by Yong Song Lee

This is a shopping cart for the disabled. 

It is battery powered and can maneuver 

easily between the aisles. It features a 

sturdy easy to get in and use design. 

These are available at more well known 

supermarkets like Safeway, Walmart or 

Lucky's. 

Motorized Shopping Cart
Picture by Kevin Lum

This is a folding personal shopping cart. 

Its steel design makes it sturdy and able 

to carry a huge load. You won't find 

these in a supermarket, but since they 

are for your personal use, you can use 

them and bring them anywhere. The 

handle on top allows you to tilt the cart 

and drag it behind you with ease. This is 

commonly used by people who com-

mute to their grocer by foot or public 

transportation.

This is a bag that lots of stores are now 

selling. It's a bag made of recycled 

materials like canvas or polyester. We 

live in an environmentally conscious 

society now, so if you can reuse a bag 

rather than use a paper or plastic bag 

and throw it away then why not? It’s only 

99 cents. 

Reusable Bags
Picture by Kevin Lum

This roasted chicken has a handle built 

into the packaging. It's perfect if that's 

the only thing you are getting. The card-

board piece surrounding the plastic has 

two purposes; transportation of the 

chicken and keeping the plastic together 

so the juices don't get everywhere, 

making it a great convenience for the 

consumer.

Cardboard Handle
Picture by Kevin Lum

This is an example of a "six-pack" of 

bottles. We usually see this in the beer 

department. The packaging carries six 

glass bottles of any beverage in a card-

board box. What is interesting is that 

everything from the handle to the little 

dividers in between each bottle is all cut 

from one piece of cardboard. 

Cardboard Bottle Holder
Picture by Kevin Lum

This is another example of a "six-pack", 

but instead of bottles, we have cans. 

We're looking at plastic rings that hold 

the cans of beverage together. There are 

even two finger holes where you can 

carry it easily. These are known to be 

harmful to marine life, because they can 

get entangled or choke on it.

6-pack Can Holding Rings
Picture by Kevin Lum

This is a soda bottle. This example is to 

show that once a product is small 

enough to be held in your hand, we don't 

need a shopping cart or basket or bag or 

handle to carry it. At this stage, a handle 

would just be decorative. 

Beverage Bottle
Picture by Kevin Lum

How do we get the goods we just 

purchased back home? Well, you could 

have one of those personal, folding carts 

or you can carry the bags home. The 

problem with carrying them home by 

hand is that the plastic bags always cut 

off the circulation to your fingers. With 

this device, it spreads out the pressure 

of the bags to the whole handle, while 

putting the stress on the hook. It has an 

ergonomic handle and a lock that keeps 

the bags from slipping out.

One Grip
Picture from Whateverworks.com

Flatbed Shopping Cart
Picture by Yong Song Lee

Foldable Shopping Cart
Picture by Kevin Lum

Shopping Basket
Picture by Kevin Lum

This is the classic shopping basket that 

you'd see at almost all of the stores. 

They're commonly made of plastic, 

giving them a  sturdy form. It can carry a 

pretty good amount of goods. The fold-

ing handles make it easy to set down 

and pick up. 

Yong Song Lee Kevin Lum
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Design Orientation Maps is a set of twenty design 
posters designed and produced by the students of 
DAI 300, Design Process, a class taught by Pino 
Trogu at San Francisco State University, Depart-
ment of Design & Industry, Fall 2007.

Each poster examines a specific object in the 
context of everyday human activities. Each topic 
tries to identify an invisible “thread” connecting 
objects together. Whether in complex technologi-
cal artifacts or in simple everyday tools, this thread 
can be found to connect all the members of a 
particular family. The analysis of these threads is 
helpful in showing how things are “put together” 
and how they work, by analyzing their origins and 
transformations through time.  This poster, Design 
Orientation Map 01 was designed by Josh Williams 
and Brandon Wong.

Designed at San Francisco State University
Printed in the U.S.A.
Copyright © 2007 SFSU DAI 300
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1
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Cleaning > razors
Communication > news
Depicting > camera
Drawing > electronic input devices
Drinking > outdoor water container
Eating > tools
Play > boards
Sleeping > alarm clock
Transportation of goods > carrying groceries
Transportation of self > bicycle
Walking > shoes
Money > wallet
Cooking > utensils
Analog/digital > telephone
Property > keys
Making music > piano
Personal shelter > helmet
Reading > newspaper
Teaching > slanted desks
Waiting > foldable furniture
Writing > pencil

Brandon Wong

Josh Williams
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Sources:

Electric Shaver Museum http://www.xs4all.nl/~pedewei/index.htm

Gizmag http://www.gizmag.com/go/4590/

Global Gillette on Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Gillette

Migliari, Marco. The Evolution of the Razor. Stileindustria n. 2, May 1995

Philishavers Collector Club http://home.wanadoo.nl/philiclub/indexeng.htm

Shaving on Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shaving
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The HeadBlade is 
compatible with many 
different brands and 
styles of disposable 
razors.

Modern Colonel Ichabod 
Conk shaving brush
Brushes like this one are often made 
of badger or hog hair. Different 
qualities of hair come from different 
areas on a badger’s body. The 
quality of brush determines how 
smooth or creamy the shaving foam 
will be when applied to the face.

A brush made of badger fur can cost 
anywhere from $25 to $550.

Gillette Safety Razor, 1901 
Pictured here is the Gillette Adjustable Razor from 
1957. It is similar to Gillette’s original design 
except for the ability to change the height of the 
blade to accommodate short, medium, and heavy 
beards.

The Valet Auto Strop, 1921
This more complex razor allowed the 
user to re-sharpen blades until they 
needed to be completely replaced.

Ever Ready Figaro II, 1956
This bulky electric razor’s two-tone 
body with chrome trim reflects auto-
motive design elements from the 
1950s.
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Rolls Razor Viceroy 1936
This manual razor was a precursor 
to the modern electric. Driven by a 
friction motor with an external 
hand-crank, the razor operates in a 
similar fashion to modern electric 
razors.

Squeezing the handle while guiding 
the shaver around the face proved 
to be a difficult task.

These hand made DOVO straight 
razors are crafted from Ivory, 
buffalo horn, Swedish stainless 
steel, birds eye maple and 
plumwood.

The Gillette Trac II, 1971
The first multiple blade razor from 
Gillette. 

In 1977 the Trac II was modified with 
the addition of a pivoting head.

In 1985 a thin strip of rubber called 
the lubricating strip was added to 
the head of the razor.

HeadBlade, 2000
The HeadBlade’s unique design 
allows the user to push the blade’s 
rolling body over the scalp as 
opposed to pulling a handle.

Gillette Fusion, 2006
The Fusion features five blades on the front 
of the razor and an additional trimmer blade 
along the back.

An onboard computer chip and motor 
powered by a AAA battery vibrates the 
blades of the razor to help give a closer 
shave than a manual razor.

Philips Philishave, 1980
Philips' first Lift & Cut shaver with 
a traction and cutting system that 
works in a similar fashion to the 
manual twin-blade razor.

Its metal body with black plastic 
and rubber accents is reminiscent 
of early tape players, Walkmans, 
VCRs and other high tech gadgets 
of the 1980s.

Norelco Arcitect, 2007
The latest electric razor from 
Norelco has one of the most 
unique designs of all electric 
razors from the past century. The 
three independently flexing heads 
of the unit are now elevated from 
the handle allowing them to con-
tour to the face in ways never 
before possible.

The open design of the razor 
makes for simple cleaning and 
maintenance. Each of the three 
blades can be opened outward 
and the waterproof shaver can 
easily be rinsed free of hair.

Schick Injector Razor & Blades
This ad for the Eversharp Schick Injector 
Razor was introduced in 1946. It demonstrates 
the innovative method for replacing used 
blades. 

Remington Electric Shaver
“Wounded servicemen in Government hospitals 
and airmen whose faces are susceptible to 
frostbite appreciate the extra comfort and 
convenience of a good electric shaver.”

Lady Norelco
“The new Lady Norelco is a beautiful poppy red, 
and it comes in a shiny black case. And that 
makes it the fastest, prettiest ladies’ shaver in 
the whole wide world.”

Schick Quattro Disposable
In this modern ad, Schick makes the claim that 
their razors leave a man’s face smoother than a 
baby’s bottom.

Ancient Egyptian Razor 

The Greeks and Romans used all 
types of crude tools to remove 
their facial hair. 

Modern DOVO Straight Razors
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It was in the 19th century that 
the straight razor was 
introduced with its smooth 
handle and extremely sharp 
blade. 

Using a straight razor requires a 
steady hand and precise 
movements. Straight razors are still 
used but mainly by barbers and 
collectors that enjoy the closeness 
of shave.

Scraping away unwanted stubble 
using sharpened stones, axes, 
swords, knives and even clamshells 
proved to be not only a difficult, but 
painful process.

While the act of shaving has been around for centuries, it’s only in the past few 

decades that there has been such an increase in innovation. Competition among 

brands like Gillette and Schick has flooded the market with three, four, five, and 

even six bladed razors. Is there more to these razors than a complicated 

marketing scheme? Take a look at how the shaving industry has evolved from 

cut-throat straight razors in the barbershop to powerful and portable electric 

razors in the palm of your hand. Ergonomic, lightweight, rust free, and sharper 

than ever, the razors of today are a far cry from the dull instruments used by the 

first men without beards.

A lubricating strip at the front of 
the blade fades from green to 
white when it’s time to replace 
the disposable blade.

Collezionze Lorenzi

Collezione Lorenzi

Braun Combi DL 5, 1957
The DL 5 was among the first 
electric razors developed by 
Braun. Its cream colored plastic 
body with foil cutting head was 
standard for most razors of the 
time period.

Braun Sixtant, 1962
Built with a heavy cast alloy cutting 
head with brushed finish, foil cutting 
surface, and an injection molded 
acrylic body.

Braun credits much of their early 
success in the dry shaving market 
to the Sixtant electric shaver.

Collezionze Lorenzi Collezione Lorenzi

Braun Combi DL 5, 1957
The DL 5 was among the first 
electric razors developed by 
Braun. Its cream colored plastic 
body with foil cutting head was 
standard for most razors of the 
time period.

Braun Sixtant, 1962
Built with a heavy cast alloy cutting 
head with brushed finish, foil 
cutting surface, and an injection 
molded acrylic body.

Braun credits much of their early 
success in the dry shaving market 
to the Sixtant.
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Robert Natata

Video: Rapid Viz Demos (Natata)

http://userwww.sfsu.edu/~trogu/420/demo/natata/rapidvizdemo.html
http://userwww.sfsu.edu/~trogu/420/demo/natata/rapidvizdemo.html
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(based on Mike Lin Graphic Workshop)
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Information Design is a system of models that illustrates abstract 
concepts by using distinct, comprehensible forms.

Eugene Wong
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Digital–Analog Design Punch Cards 21

Digital–Analog Design Punch Cards is a set of research cards designed
and produced by the students of DSGD 186, Digital Applications
Methodology, a third-year graphic design course at San Jose State
University, Fall 2006. The set, composed of 1+26 cards, is by no means
complete. Each topic was chosen and researched by the students,
based on a theme presented by the instructor Pino Trogu, with help
from Mauro Panzeri. This is card number 21 and it was designed by
Jenevie Gonzalez.

DSGD 186
Digital Applications
Methodology
School of Art and Design
San Jose State University
California, USA - October 2006
Digital–Analog Card No. 21
Printed by psPrint.com 

10101

Timelines
“Timelines are sequences of related events in chronological 
order. They are important in understanding history.” 
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Michael-Florentius Van Langren (27 
April 1598 – May 1675) was a Dutch astronomer 
and cartographer. In 1644, Michael van Langren 
depiction of 12 determinationsof the longitude 
from Toledo to Rome. It’s most likely the first 
visual representation of statistical data. 
 
 
William Playfair (Sept 22, 1759 – Feb 11, 
1823) was a Scottish engineer and political 
economist, who is considered the founder of 
graphical methods of statistics. William Playfair 
invented four types of diagrams:  
in 1786 the line graph and bar chart of economic 
data, and in 1801 the pie chart and circle graph. 

Statistics 

A meta-science (or meta-language) for dealing with data collection, 
analysis, and interpretation, drawing conclusions based on data and 
estimating the present or predicting the future.

Longitude, Michael F. Langren, 1644

Charles Joseph Minard (27 March 1781 – 24 October 
1870) was a French civil engineer noted for his inventions in the 
field of information graphics. Minard is famous for his flow map 
of Napoleon’s disastrous Russian campaign of 1812. The graph 
displays several variables in a single two-dimensional image:

the army’s location & direction• 

the declining size of the army • 

the low temperatures  • 

 

sta-tis-tics
A set of numbers which represent facts or measurements.

Flow Map
Charles J. Minard, 1869

Martha Pettit

Maggie Lee

Gritchelle Fallesgon
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Graphical train schedule – Paris-Lyon, 1885

11am
Paris

The intersection of
two lines locates the time and 
place that trains going in opposite
direction pass each other. 

A horizontal line 
indicates length 
of train stop 
at a station. 

Lyon

8 am

10:10pm10:50am

9 hours3 hours
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A stacked graph showing how people in the US spent 
their time in 2008. NY Times.

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2009/07/31/business/20080801-metrics-graphic.html
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2009/07/31/business/20080801-metrics-graphic.html


Information design blog: http://523informationdesign.blogspot.com

http://523informationdesign.blogspot.com
http://523informationdesign.blogspot.com
http://523informationdesign.blogspot.com
http://523informationdesign.blogspot.com
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Oculus



Inveniam



Chrysalis
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Visit the exhibits blog: http://524exhibit.blogspot.com

http://524exhibit.blogspot.com
http://524exhibit.blogspot.com
http://524exhibit.blogspot.com
http://524exhibit.blogspot.com


Interests

Photography workshop





Letterpress
& bookbinding





Translations:
Bionic models





Translations:
Geometry models





• Letterpress, typography & bookbinding

• Basic design - foundation

• Color theory

• Semiotics

• Design criticism

• Bionics

• Span across disciplines

• 2D, 3D, motion graphics, web design

• Designs that last

• Computers and pencils

• Hand-eye connection

• How to teach drawing in the age of computer
(by doing, by building, by showing – mirror neurons)

• How to teach design in the age of multidisciplinary
work processes

• Basic principles of design

• How to integrate the principles (less variable) with the 
methods and technologies (more variable)

trogu.com
Dowload this slide show:
http://www.trogu.com/downloads_html

http://www.trogu.com
http://www.trogu.com
http://www.trogu.com/downloads_html
http://www.trogu.com/downloads_html


References (mirror neurons)

A Revealing Reflection

http://daviddobbs.net/page2/page4/mirrorneurons.html

Teacher's domain

http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/hew06.sci.life.reg.mirrorneurons/

Video

http://www.teachersdomain.org/asset/hew06_vid_mirrorneurons/

Nova

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/sciencenow/3204/01.html

Intentional Attunement

The Mirror Neuron system and its role in interpersonal relations

by Vittorio Gallese 

http://www.interdisciplines.org/mirror/papers/1/2

Music

Bonobo / Dial M for Monkey

http://daviddobbs.net/page2/page4/mirrorneurons.html
http://daviddobbs.net/page2/page4/mirrorneurons.html
http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/hew06.sci.life.reg.mirrorneurons/
http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/hew06.sci.life.reg.mirrorneurons/
http://www.teachersdomain.org/asset/hew06_vid_mirrorneurons/
http://www.teachersdomain.org/asset/hew06_vid_mirrorneurons/
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/sciencenow/3204/01.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/sciencenow/3204/01.html
http://www.interdisciplines.org/mirror/papers/1/2
http://www.interdisciplines.org/mirror/papers/1/2



